• Zaitoun : Recipes from the Palestinian Kitchen by Yasmin Khan (641.5956 KHA)
• Tu Casa Mi Casa : Mexican Recipes for the Home Cook by Enrique Olvera (641.5972 OLV)
• Jamie Oliver’s Great Britain by Jamie Oliver (641.5941 OLI)
• The Best of Irish Home Cooking Cookbook by Caroline Gray (641.59415 GRA)
• Night + Market : Delicious Thai Food to Facilitate Drinking and Fun-Having Amongst Friends by Kris Yenbamroong (641.5959 YEN)
• Food of the Italian south: Recipes for Classic, Disappearing, and Lost Dishes by Katie Parla (641.5945 PAR)

• Rasika: Flavors of India by Ashok Bajaj (641.5954 BAJ)
• Chinese Heritage Cooking from my American Kitchen by Shirley Chung (641.5951 CHU)
• Afro-vegan: Farm-fresh African, Caribbean & Southern Flavors Remixed by Bryant Terry (641.59 TER)
• Paris Picnic Club by Shaheen Peerhabi (641.594 PEE)
• Cooking with Italian Grandmothers: Recipes and Stories from Tuscany to Sicily by Jessica Theroux (641.5945 THE)
• East meets vegan: The Best of Asian Home Cooking, Plant-Based and Delicious by Sasha Gill (641.563 GIL)

• The German kitchen: Traditional Recipes, Regional Favorites by Christopher Knuth (641.5943 KNU)
• King Solomon’s Table: A Culinary Exploration of Jewish Cooking from Around the World by Joan Nathan (641.567 NAT)
• The Japanese Grill by Tadashi Ono (641.5952 ONO)
• Kachka : A Return to Russian Cooking by Bonnie Frumkin Morales (641.5947 MOR)
• Polska : New Polish Cooking by Zuza Zak (641.594 ZAK)
• The 100 most Jewish foods: A Highly Debatable List by Alana Newhouse (641.5676 NEW)